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Automotive Progress meets Chair Design.
Chassis, Design: Stefan Diez



Called Chassis, Wilkhahn and Stefan Diez have created a multi-
purpose chair whose name says it all. It does not simply suggest 
the elegance of sports cars – Chassis is actually made like them 
too. For the first time in history, a chair frame has been produced 
using industrial space- frame technology. The chair’s form has 
an exciting fluidity with all the ecological advantages that the 
materials and manufacturing procedure offer. The same applies 
to the thin seat and backrest shell, captured within the frame 
like a form-fit membrane. 

The load-bearing structure and shell fuse to become an appeal-
ing whole. Lucid, but still organic, contoured but still light-
weight, technically precise, but still natural. A really special chair 
for studios and meetings, cafeterias and work benches. A chair 
with the potential to become an enduring favourite.



Chassis is a four-legged, multi-purpose chair, weighing just 
5.4 kilos. It is produced from two, easy-to-recycle materials: 
the frame is made of high -efficiency sheet steel, black, white or 
grey powder coated, the unitary detachable seat and backrest 
shell consists of finely grained, through-dyed polypropylene in 
a matching colour. The plastic glides are suitable for both hard 
and soft floorings. Up to four chairs can be stacked.





From the idea …
It started off with the designer’s idea. Or rather his philosophy 
of what a new masterpiece should look like: like a stylish and 
elegant bicycle saddle, combining stability and precision with 
comfort and a contoured shape. Something we like to sit on and 
that has a constant appeal. As a result, new forms and manu-
facturing processes had to be found …





… to the first prototypes
The blueprint for the design suggested the automotive industry 
was worth a look. By exercising powers of persuasion and 
 tenacity progress was gradually made. At that stage, the first 
prototypes were still fabricated from 11 hand-crafted pieces. 
The form was so complex and the radii were so small. It was a 
tough demand to obtain maximum strength with a minimum 
of steel …



... and technological solutions …
In the new process, the press uses 300 tonnes of pressure to 
distort and pull the pre-cut fine sheet steel in one piece to make 
the seat and backrest shell. Geometry, cut-outs, contact pres-
sure, speed and damping are all selected so that no tears occur 
during the deep drawing stage. Particularly sustainable: the 
 previously disposed croppings of metal are used for producing 
the four connecting pieces, so there is practically no wastage. 
Therefore, this process is very economical with materials and 
saves on weight.



… to serial production.
A robotic welder joins together the “chassis”, consisting of a 
frame, connecting pieces and legs, to form the unified product. 
It acquires its colour finish in the powder coating machinery 
at a firing temperature of 190° C. The detachable seat and 
 backrest shell are also industrial design at its best, using a 
 specially developed, concealed connecting method, it is form-
fitted to the frame. And finally the glides to the chair legs are 
attached and Chassis is ready. You would think this innovative 
manufacturing method had always been an integral part of 
chair design …
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